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J. H. McKewen III & Associates, LLC 
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ADVISORY AGREEMENT 

 
 

 This Agreement made this _____ day of ________________, _____, 
 
by and between _____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
(hereinafter referred to as the "CLIENT") located at _______________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________, 
and  
 
J. H. McKewen III & Associates, LLC an Ohio Limited Liability 
Corporation registered with the State of Ohio Division of Securities as 
an investment advisor under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940 
(hereinafter referred to as the "ADVISOR") located at 647 Park Meadow 
Rd., Suite I, Westerville, OH 43081.  
 
 WHEREAS, the ADVISOR offers certain investment advisory services, 
as described in this Agreement; and is a Registered Investment Advisor 
through Securities and Exchange Commission. 
 
 WHEREAS, the CLIENT is authorized to engage and wishes to engage 
the ADVISOR to provide these investment advisory services with respect 
to certain assets of the CLIENT, and the ADVISOR wishes to be so 
engaged; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Client acknowledges that Fidelity Brokerage Services, 
LLC makes no investment recommendations, may not approve of the 
investments or services, and will be held harmless concerning 
investments and or strategies that are discussed or presented or agreed 
upon. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and 
promises herein contained, the parties hereto mutually agree as follows: 
 
  1.  MUTUAL FUND SELECTION:  The CLIENT hereby authorizes the ADVISOR 
to select the mutual fund(s) which are believed to be best suited to 
attain the CLIENT'S investment objectives.  However, the CLIENT has 
final authority to overrule mutual fund selection and may choose to 
select the fund through another authorized party.            
  
  2.  DESIGNATION OF MANAGEMENT STRATEGY(S):  The ADVISOR agrees to 
provide investment advisory services utilizing the long-term market 
management strategy and/or portfolio funds management strategy as 
described in paragraph 4 of this agreement with respect to certain 
assets of the CLIENT.  The ADVISOR will utilize the management 
strategy(s) designated by the CLIENT in paragraph 28 with respect to the 
account registrations and market segment(s) described therein. 
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  3.  CONVERSIONS AND DISCRETIONARY AUTHORIZATIONS:  The CLIENT 
authorizes the ADVISOR to affect discretionary exchanges, without prior 
consultation with the CLIENT, in accordance with the management signals 
generated by the investment management strategy(s) selected by the 
CLIENT.  Such exchanges are authorized between any mutual funds, within 
the mutual fund group selected.   
 
  The objective of such exchanges is to change the orientation of the 
CLIENT'S assets between degrees of offensive and defensive positions 
dependent upon the CLIENT'S objectives and risk tolerances.  Exchanges 
will be made in accordance with predetermined criteria which is 
proprietary to the ADVISOR.  Any partner of the ADVISOR has the 
authority to make investment decisions and instruct exchanges as a 
representative of the ADVISOR on behalf of the CLIENT. 
 
  The CLIENT authorizes the mutual fund or mutual fund group, to furnish 
the ADVISOR all information relating to changes in the shareholder's 
account including, without limitation, the purchase and redemption of 
shares, all dividend and capital gains distributions paid in cash or 
reinvested, fund share exchanges, address changes, or any other changes 
which affect the structure of the account.  Such information may be 
supplied with respect to any mutual fund in which an account is now held 
or in the future may be held for the benefit of the CLIENT.  The CLIENT 
further authorizes the ADVISOR to utilize the ADVISOR'S address to 
receive directly from each mutual fund, investment statements or 
confirmations of purchases and sales in order that the ADVISOR will have 
information available promptly after each transaction. 
 
  The CLIENT understands that a mutual fund may have charges in making 
an exchange.  If such a fee is charged, it will normally be deducted 
from the proceeds of a redemption before reinvestment.  The CLIENT 
agrees to pay such fee and that such fee may be paid in the manner set 
forth herein.  Any fees or charges in connection with a mutual fund are 
disclosed in the mutual fund's prospectus.   
 
  The CLIENT understands that Mutual Funds pay investment advisor fees 
to the Mutual Fund Company and will pay an additional advisor fee to 
ADVISOR.  Additionally, some Mutual Fund Companies pay a 12-b-1 fee to 
ADVISORS.  These fees indicate a layering of investment advisor fees to 
the client. The CLIENT agrees to pay such fee and that such fee may be 
paid in the manner set forth herein. 
 
  The CLIENT understands mutual fund conversions shall be effected 
through internet/telephone instructions to the mutual fund or its 
authorized agent, when allowed.  Otherwise, written instructions will be 
used once the ADVISOR has obtained from the CLIENT an exchange letter of 
instruction, prepared by the ADVISOR, with the CLIENT'S signature 
guaranteed by a U.S commercial bank.  The ADVISOR is not responsible 
for: execution of orders by the mutual fund or its agent, errors and 
omissions of the mutual fund or its agent, or costs of delays in 
transactions due to limitations imposed by the fund.  These limitations 
include, but are not limited to, the denial of the telephone exchange 
privileges or the fund not accepting the ADVISOR'S exchange instructions 
for whatever reasons.  Furthermore, the ADVISOR will make its best 
efforts to exchange all accounts on the same day.  However, the ADVISOR 
cannot guarantee all accounts will be exchanged on the same day and is 
not responsible for any account valuation differences due to delays in 
exchanges.   
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  The CLIENT understands the ADVISOR is not responsible for determining 
the tax-qualified nature of any investment under the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954, as amended.  Furthermore, the CLIENT understands any 
exchanges of mutual fund shares will be made by the ADVISOR without 
consideration for the tax planning of the CLIENT and such exchanges may 
subject the CLIENT to increased federal, state, and local income taxes.   
 
  4.  INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES:  The ADVISOR provides investment 
advisory services utilizing a long-term market management strategy of 
portfolio funds.  This is grounded upon the premise that, under modern 
portfolio theory, individual securities in a CLIENT'S portfolio are only 
important in the context of the other securities in the portfolio.  
Thus, the ADVISOR focuses on the orientation of portfolios of securities 
as opposed to that of individual securities.   
 
  A.  Diversified Portfolio Management Strategy:  Under this management 
strategy, the ADVISOR will attempt to realize capital gains for the 
CLIENT, during periods of long-term market rises (offensive position), 
by investing in mutual funds which invest primarily in one of the 
following market segments: (1) equities diversified among industries, 
(2) bonds and other debt instruments, (3) precious metals, (4) 
diversified international issues.  The ADVISOR will attempt to preserve 
such gains, as may be realized, and limit investment losses by 
converting the CLIENT'S assets to more conservative funds within the 
same market segment during periods of market vulnerability, as 
interpreted by the ADVISOR, and to money market funds, or their 
equivalent, during periods of long-term market declines (defensive 
position).  
 
Assets that are not appropriate for this management strategy, and 
therefore not managed by the ADVISOR include, but are not limited to: 
individual stocks, rights/warrants issued on individual stocks, 
individual bonds, certificates of deposit (CDs), and limited 
partnerships.                        
   
The major value of this strategy is its attempt to protect the CLIENT'S 
assets from large capital losses during major market segment declines.  
Investing in each of the above listed market segments requires separate 
management techniques because they are affected by different factors.  
The CLIENT will determine which market segment(s) shall be used for the 
CLIENT'S account and understands accounts in the precious metals segment 
inherently have more risk than the other market segments due to the 
traditionally higher volatility and lack of industry diversification. 
 
  The CLIENT understands this investment management strategy is not 
designed or expected to capture 100% of realized or unrealized capital 
gains or to prevent 100% of realized or unrealized capital losses, but 
its objective is to participate in the major portion of any individual, 
long-term rising market trend and prevent the participation in the major 
portion of any individual, long-term declining market trend.  It is 
further understood by the CLIENT that this strategy is not designed to 
advantageously capture or avoid short-term market movements within 
longer term trends and that long-term capital gains should not be 
expected due to the average number of conversions performed during a 12-
month period. 
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   The CLIENT understands the ADVISOR may use short-term management 
indicators as opposed to longer-term management indicators in the 
attempt to enter or exit the market on a more advantageous basis while 
establishing or dissolving an investment advisory account, or while 
adding or subtracting the CLIENT'S capital from an existing investment 
advisory account.   
 
  It is understood by the CLIENT these two management indicators may 
indicate different market positions at the same time due to the 
difference in their time frame perspectives.  Thus, some of the CLIENT'S 
assets may be in an offensive fund while others are in a defensive fund. 
 
Under the diversified portfolio management strategy, the ADVISOR will 
attempt to realize maximum capital gains for the CLIENT by investing 
primarily in concentrated funds.  These funds typically invest in 
specific industries which gives them a potential for dynamic growth if 
their respective industry shows strength.   
 
  The ADVISOR'S strategy will be to invest in the fund(s) which 
demonstrates better than average relative strength.  If the ADVISOR 
determines a portfolio fund has become relatively weak, invested assets 
will be transferred to another portfolio fund showing better than 
average relative strength.                              
 
  While the ADVISOR will primarily concentrate on the relative 
performance of a fund group's funds, if a diversified fund within the 
group demonstrates superior strength, the ADVISOR will have the 
authority to invest the CLIENT'S assets in this fund.  Likewise, the 
ADVISOR will attempt to use money market funds, or their equivalent, for 
defensive purposes when the overall market conditions warrant such 
action or when a sufficient number of funds show relative weakness, as 
interpreted by the ADVISOR.   
 
  The CLIENT understands this strategy is considered aggressive with 
considerable market risk due to potentially higher volatility associated 
with portfolio funds' lack of traditional industry diversification and 
the likelihood of short term trading.    
 
  5.  PLAN ASSETS:  All assets under management by the ADVISOR shall at 
all times remain in the physical possession of a custodian bank, and the 
ADVISOR shall have no authority to take or receive physical possession 
of any of the assets under its supervision.  Instead, the ADVISOR shall 
only have the authority to direct the exchange of shares of one mutual 
fund for shares of another mutual fund in accordance with the terms of 
the authority granted to the ADVISOR by the CLIENT in order for the 
ADVISOR to implement the investment management strategy(s) selected by 
the CLIENT. 
 
  6.  ANNUAL ADVISORY FEES:  For investment advisory services rendered 
pursuant to this Agreement, the ADVISOR shall be entitled to an annual 
fee equal to the following percentages of the net asset value of the 
assets in each management category illustrated below pursuant to this 
Agreement. 
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Annual Investment Advisory Fees 
 
ASSETS         
UNDER MANAGEMENT DIVERSIFIED 

PORTFOLIO 
first $100,000 2.00% 
Next  $400,000 1.00% 
Thereafter .50% 
Minimum account 
size 

$2,500.00 

Minimum annual 
fee  

$50.00 

 
  Fees will be billed quarterly, in advance, and calculated upon the 
market value of the account at the close of each calendar quarter.  
Initial fees will be prorated to the end of the initial calendar quarter 
and based upon the amount of the original deposit.  Fees due the ADVISOR 
must be paid directly by the CLIENT if not liquidated from the account.  
CLIENT is responsible for verifying accuracy of fee calculation and 
understands custodian will not verify on its own.  
 
  It is understood and agreed the billing procedures and schedule of 
fees in effect for the CLIENT'S account shall continue until 90 days 
after the ADVISOR has notified the undersigned in writing of any changes 
in the billing procedures or schedule of fees applicable to the CLIENT'S 
account, at which time the new procedure or schedule shall become 
effective unless the CLIENT notifies the ADVISOR in writing that the 
CLIENT'S account is not to be continued under the revised billing 
procedure or fee schedule. 
 
  The CLIENT understands the ADVISOR'S fees are due upon receipt of each 
quarter's statement.  If the fees are not received by the ADVISOR within 
45 days after the end of the previous calendar quarter, the ADVISOR will 
terminate his Limited Power of Appointment over the account(s) and all 
managed assets pursuant to this Agreement will remain in their invested 
positions, unless instructed otherwise by the CLIENT, and the ADVISOR 
will assume no responsibility for the assets until all fees due are 
received by the ADVISOR.  If the CLIENT'S account is brought current, 
management responsibilities will resume and the assets will be directed 
into the appropriate fund in accordance with the respective short term 
management signals described in paragraph 4, unless instructed otherwise 
by the CLIENT. 
 
  7.  DISCLOSURES:  The CLIENT acknowledges, by its signature below, the 
receipt of the  Disclosure Statement and prospectuses on the mutual 
fund(s) selected for use in the CLIENT'S account.  The CLIENT 
understands that he may terminate this Agreement without penalty by 
sending a notice to the ADVISOR within five business days after receipt 
of this Agreement, properly signed by the ADVISOR. If written notice is 
received within five business days the client may be entitled to a full 
refund. If notice is recived by The Firm at any other time during the 
billing quarter outside of the five day refund period, The Firm will pro 
rate the refund based upon the number of days the account remained under 
management in the quarter to the above referenced termination letter. 
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  The CLIENT understands that all statements made and analysis provided 
to the CLIENT by the ADVISOR in regard to investments have been 
illustrative only and that no guarantees of performance have been made 
or implied by the ADVISOR or any representative of the ADVISOR.   
 
  The CLIENT understands that any representative of the ADVISOR may also 
be a registered representative with an NASD broker/dealer.  In this 
case, the representative would be in the position to receive 
compensation in the form of commissions upon the execution of any 
commissionable securities transactions in addition to receiving 
investment management fees from the ADVISOR for administrative services 
related to the CLIENT'S account.  These fees do not offset each other, 
and therefore, a conflict of interest can exist.  The CLIENT further 
understands he has the ability and right to execute all transactions, 
securities and otherwise, through any broker/dealer of his choice.    
 
  8.  REGISTRATION:  The ADVISOR represents and warrants that, as of the 
date of this Agreement, it is registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission as a Registered Investment Advisor under the 
Investment Advisors Act of 1940 and it intends to keep its registration 
current with the Securities and Exchange Commission during the term of 
this Agreement. 
 
  9.  RETIREMENT PLANS:  In the event the funds to be managed are under 
the jurisdiction of a qualified retirement plan, the ADVISOR shall not 
be responsible in any respect for reporting to the Internal Revenue 
Service with regard to this account, for the administration of the 
retirement plan covered by this Agreement, or for any required internal 
corporate documentation.  Other than IRA accounts, the CLIENT agrees to 
provide and pay for a rider to the CLIENT'S bond which meets the 
requirements of section 412 of ERISA which will cover the ADVISOR and 
any of its employees who may be deemed fiduciaries under ERISA with 
respect to the plan. 
 
  10.  LIABILITY:  The ADVISOR shall not be liable for any loss in the 
CLIENT'S account or for action taken or omitted except in the case of 
its own negligence, willful misconduct, or lack of good faith provided 
that the CLIENT shall not be deemed to have waived compliance by the 
ADVISOR with any provisions(s) of the Federal Securities Laws or any 
rules, regulations, or orders thereunder.  
 
  11.  EFFECTIVE DATE:  The effective date of this Advisory Agreement 
shall be the date this Agreement is accepted by the ADVISOR. 
 
  12.  ACCOUNT STATEMENTS:  The ADVISOR agrees to send statements and 
confirmations to the CLIENT quarterly.  The ADVISOR will make its best 
efforts to send quarterly statements and any other necessary items to 
the CLIENT within 15 days of the end of each calendar quarter.  The 
CLIENT understands and accepts the procedure for reporting to the CLIENT 
with account statements and confirmations may change from time to time 
as deemed necessary by the ADVISOR. 
 
  13.  ACCOUNT ADJUSTMENTS:  The CLIENT agrees to notify the ADVISOR, in 
writing, in the event the CLIENT has an address change or wishes to 
change the structure of the account in anyway.   
 
  The CLIENT may at anytime increase or decrease the assets covered by 
this Agreement, but agrees to process any additions to or withdrawals 
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from this managed account through the ADVISOR.  In addition, while this 
Agreement is in effect, the CLIENT shall not provide the mutual fund any 
instructions regarding the investment or reinvestment of the assets 
under management, without prior written notice to and the prior approval 
of the ADVISOR. 
 
  14.  TERMINATION:  It is understood and agreed by both parties hereto 
that the investment objectives of the CLIENT are long-term, and by 
entering into this Agreement, the CLIENT agrees a minimum period of five 
years is necessary to properly evaluate the results of the investment 
management strategies.  However, either party has the right to terminate 
this Agreement at anytime after it has become operative by sending 
written notice to the other party of its desire to terminate.  Upon 
receipt of a notice of termination by the ADVISOR, all assets will stay 
in their invested positions,unless instructed otherwise by the CLIENT 
and the ADVISOR shall not assume any responsibilities on behalf of the 
CLIENT.  Upon receipt of the notice of termination by the ADVISOR the 
Limited Power of Appointment for the ADVISOR will be terminated.  
Furthermore, no refunds of fees will be awarded unless the CLIENT 
terminates the Agreement in accordance with paragraph 7. 
 
  15.  NOTICE:  Any notice required under this Agreement shall be deemed 
given if addressed and sent by first class U.S. mail, postage prepaid, 
to the other party at their respective address as specified herein or at 
such other address as may be specified in a notice given the other party 
in accordance with this paragraph. 
 
  16.  JURISDICTION:  This Agreement shall be construed under and 
governed by the laws of the State of Ohio to the extent that such laws 
are not preempted by any laws of the United States. 
 
  17.  ASSIGNMENT:  No assignment of this Agreement shall be made by the 
ADVISOR without prior written consent of the CLIENT. 
 
  18.  TAX REPORTING:  The calculation and reporting of taxable events 
created by interest earned or mutual fund conversions is the 
responsibility of the CLIENT. 
 
  19.  NON-EXISTENCE OF CLIENT:  In the event of the CLIENT'S death or 
mental disability, or termination if other than an individual, the 
authority of the ADVISOR to continue to act under the terms of this 
Agreement shall continue until such time as the ADVISOR is notified in 
writing of termination by the legal representative of the CLIENT. 
 
  20.  PROPRIETORSHIP:  The Advisor will notify the CLIENT of any change 
in the membership of the proprietorship within a reasonable time after 
such change. 
 
  21.  CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:  All information, recommendations, and 
advice furnished by the ADVISOR to the CLIENT under this Agreement shall 
be regarded as confidential by the CLIENT and shall not be disclosed to 
any person, firm or corporation without the prior written consent of the 
ADVISOR. 
 
  22.  RISKS:  The CLIENT recognizes and accepts:  (1) The movements of 
the financial markets are unpredictable and there can be no guarantee as 
to the efficacy of the ADVISOR'S investment management strategies.  (2) 
There can be losses as well as gains in connection with the use of the 
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ADVISOR'S investment management strategies.  (3) The mutual fund(s) 
selected by the CLIENT in conjunction with the ADVISOR may not 
experience performance equal to or greater than alternative mutual 
fund(s) available to the CLIENT.  (4) The ADVISOR'S ability to move the 
CLIENT'S assets between offensive fund(s) and defensive fund(s) may be 
limited due to restrictions imposed by specific mutual funds.  (5) The 
ADVISOR'S discretionary exchanges are made without regard to the 
possible tax ramifications placed upon the CLIENT.  Thus, these 
exchanges may cause an increase in the CLIENT'S tax liability. 
 
  The above listed investment risks should not be considered all 
inclusive by the CLIENT.  The CLIENT should consult independent counsel 
regarding the tax consequences and other potential risks. 
 
  23.  UNENFORCEABLE OR INVALID TERMS:  If any term, covenant, 
condition, or provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to 
any person, entity, or circumstance shall at anytime to any extent be 
invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement or application 
of such term or provision to persons, entities, or circumstances other 
than those as to which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be 
effected thereby and each term, covenant, condition, and provision of 
this Agreement shall be valid and enforced to the fullest extent 
permitted by the law.  
 
  24.  ARTICLE HEADINGS:  The article headings contained herein are 
inserted only for convenience of reference and are in no way to be 
construed as a part of this Agreement or as a limitation of the scope of 
the particular articles to which they refer.   
   
  25.  ARBITRATION:  Any controversy or claim arising out of this 
Agreement shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the rules 
of the American Arbitration Association now in effect and judgement upon 
the award rendered may be entered in any court having jurisdiction. 
 
  26.  SUPERSEDING AGREEMENT:  This Agreement supersedes and replaces 
all previous agreements between both parties hereto. 
 
  27.  AGREEMENT:  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and 
understanding between both parties hereto. 
 
  28.  ADV PART 2A, B:   I acknowledge receipt of ADV Part 2A, B. 
                     
29. Names of Managed Accounts in which shares are Registered for the 

Diversified Portfolio Management Strategy:                                   
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Names of Managed Accounts and Securities in which shares are EXCLUDED 
from the Diversified Portfolio Management Strategy: 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement.  
 
Client Signature:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
Client Signature:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
Client Signature:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
Client Signature:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
ACCEPTED:   J. H. McKewen III & Associates, LLC 
 
              By:  _____________________________ Date: _________________ 
 
           Title:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
SOLICITOR:  Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
   
            Firm:  _____________________________________________________ 
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(Revision 12-15-2014) 


